We consider words G i 1 · · · G im involving i.i.d. complex Ginibre matrices, and study properties of their singular values and eigenvalues. We show that the limit distribution of the squared singular values of any such word depends only on its length m, and yields a Fuss-Catalan distribution with parameter m + 1. This result extends to words of general non-Hermitian matrices with i.i.d. entries, and words of sparse matrices with optimal sparsity. It generalizes previous results concerning powers of a single complex Ginibre matrix, and products of independent complex Ginibre matrices. In the Gaussian case, we show that other combinatorial parameters of the word determine the secondorder limits of the spectral statistics. For instance, the so-called coperiod of a word characterizes the fluctuations of the eigenvalues.
Introduction
The connection between matrix integrals and enumeration of combinatorial maps on surfaces was initially discovered in the context of quantum field theory [4, 11, 36] . In mathematics, the problem of enumerating combinatorial maps and planar triangulations was introduced by Tutte [37, 38] , and its connection to random matrix theory appeared in the work of Harer and Zagier concerning the Euler characteristic of moduli spaces of complex curves [16] . See [13, 21, 40] for a detailed exposition.
The basic idea that connects matrix integrals and enumeration of maps is Wick's principle. Roughly speaking, the principle states that a moment of many Gaussian variables can be expanded to a sum of moments of pairs of variables, where the summation is taken over all the pairings. Wick's principle can be used in the computation of moments of traces of Gaussian matrices. In such case, each pairing in Wick's summation naturally gives rise to a surface, and it turns out that the contribution of any pairing to the sum is determined by the number and genera of the connected components of the surface.
In general, there are two directions to exploit this connection. On the one hand, it enables to enumerate combinatorial objects like planar maps by solving the corresponding matrix integral. On the other hand, it relates questions in random matrix theory to combinatorial questions about surfaces. For example, ideas related to genus expansion have been used extensively in the context of several-matrix models [7, 8, 14, 15] , and in free probability in order to establish first and second degree freeness of various ensembles [24, 25, 27, 31] . For another example, an analogous version of the genus expansion for Haar measured unitary matrices has been recently used by Puder and Magee to study word measures [22] . They studied the parameters of a word, considered as an element of a free group, that determine key features of the distribution of the random unitary matrix induced by that word. One such parameter is the commutator length, which doesn't appear in our context. The goal of this paper is to use the genus expansion technique to derive properties of singular values, eigenvalues and mixed moments of words of Gaussian matrices. Some of these results are extended to i.i.d. non-Hermitian matrices, as well as sparse matrices with optimal sparsity parameter.
The main focus will be on words in complex Ginibre matrices: let N > 0 be an integer and G 1 , G 2 , ... a sequence of i.i.d. Ginibre matrices of order N . A finite word w = G i 1 G i 2 ...G im over the formal alphabet {G 1 , G 2 , ...} induces a random matrix of order N by taking the matrix product G w = m j=1 G i j . The main question this paper addresses is: what combinatorial parameters of w determine the distribution of singular values, eigenvalues and mixed moments of G w ?
Our first result deals with the first order limit of the singular values of G w . Fuss-Catalan distributions were known to be the first order limit of squared singular values for products of independent GUE matrices [2] , products of independent Ginibre matrices [29] , as well as powers of Ginibre matrices [3] . We establish that it actually holds for every word of Ginibre matrices, and universally (that is, beyond the Gaussian case). By a similar proof technique, we show that the limit of all the mixed matrix moments of G w depends only on the length of w. Such mixed moments are deeply connected with both eigenvalues and eigenvectors; they appear naturally in the moments of Girko's hermitized form, or in the expansion of the quaternionic resolvent (see [6] ), and their connection with eigenvector overlaps has been studied by Walters and Starr in [39] . The fact that the first order asymptotics of these mixed moments only depends on the length suggests that the limit of empirical measure of eigenvalues of G w only depends on the length, as is the case for singular values. In fact, it is known that the eigenvalues of the products of m i.i.d. Ginibre matrices, as well as of the m-th power of a Ginibre matrix, exhibit convergence to the same limit, namely the m-twisted circular law, which is the pushforward of the circular by the m-th power map [5] .
Our next result deals with the second-order behaviour of the eigenvalues of G w . The coperiod of a word w, denoted by cop(w), is the largest integer k such that w = u k for some word u. While the empirical measure of the singular values, and likely of the eigenvalues, of G w is determined by the length of w, we show that the fluctuations of polynomial statistics of its eigenvalues are determined by the coperiod of w. Theorem 1.3. For every word w and every integer k > 0,
where Z j is N C (0, j · cop(w))-distributed and the Z j 's are independent. This is reminiscent of a celebrated result of Diaconis-Shahshani [9] for a matrix of the CUE (unitary matrix chosen according to the Haar measure on U N (C)).
where the Z j 's are independent complex Gaussian vectors, Z j having variance j.
A generalization of the Diaconis-Shahshani limit theorem to words of CUE matrices can be found in [26] (Corollary 3.14) and [30] .
In order to prove these theorems, we present a genus expansion for * -words, that is, words in complex Ginibre matrices and their transconjugates. Formally, a * -word w is a word over the formal alphabet {G 1 , G 2 , ...} ∪ {G * 1 , G * 2 , ...}. As before, a * -word w yields a random matrix G w of order N by sampling a sequence G 1 , G 2 , ... of i.i.d complex Ginibre matrices of order N , and replacing the letters of w with the appropriate matrix. We derive a central limit theorem for the trace of any * -word. Theorem 1.5. For every * -word w, there are integers a w , b w , c w such that
where X, Y are two independent real Gaussian variables with variances respectively.
The integers a w , b w , c w are combinatorial parameters of the word w that demonstrate the link between matrix integration and enumeration of surfaces. Namely, they count the number of spheres that can be obtained by a so-called admissible gluing of one or two polygonal faces whose edges are labelled by the letters of w and w * , as explained in Section 2.4.
Several results and remarks underlying this work have been stated in an analogous form in the context of free probability, but often in a different setting and with a different purpose. The concept of second-order freeness was first introduced by Mingo and Speicher [24, 25] , and then applied or adapted to several ensembles of random matrices; in particular, Redelmeier introduced its real and quaternionic analogs, and appropriate notions of second-order freeness have been established for Wishart matrices [33] , real Ginibre matrices [31] , and quaternionic Gaussian matrices [32] . Our central limit theorem for the trace of a * -word belongs to the same family of results; especially, a similar theorem for words in GUE matrices can be found in [25] (Theorem 3.1).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the genus expansion technique for * -words and prove Theorem 1.5. We give explicit conditions for pairings involving one or two faces to yield a sphere, which is required in order to compute the parameters appearing in Theorem 1.5. In Subsection 2.5, we establish universality for every first-order result of the paper.
We also discuss generalizations of this method to other Gaussian ensembles, and words whose letters are taken from different ensembles at the same time. Such generalizations yield non-orientable surfaces as well as orientable ones, as was already studied in a few instances such as [31] .
In Section 3, we prove our main results concerning singular values, mixed moments and fluctuation of eigenvalues of words of Ginibre matrices.
2 Gaussian random matrices and surfaces
Notations and conventions
Complex Ginibre matrices are random matrices with i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian coefficients. Throughout this paper G 1 , G 2 , ... are i.i.d complex Ginibre matrices of order N , scaled such that every entry has variance 1 N .
By convention we will call * -free word a monomial expression involving i.i.d. Ginibre matrices (G i ), but not their transconjugates (G * i ). We will refer to expressions involving both (G i ) and (G * i ) as * -words. A * -word that involves each G i and G * i the same number of times will be called balanced. A word w such that w = w * will be called * -stable, where w * is obtained by w by reversing its order and take the transconjugate of every letter. To every letter of a * -word we associate two parameters: (i) an integer index j associated to G j and G * j , and (ii) a sign which can take two values: star for G * j and non-star for G j . The two-dimensional sphere (genus 0) will be denoted by S 2 . For every g ≥ 1, we will denote by S g the generic compact connected orientable surface of genus g (a torus with g holes). For non-orientable surfaces, which appear in Subsection 2.6, we will denote by N g the connected sum of g real projective planes, such that N 1 RP 2 , and N 2 is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle.
Complex Gaussian Variables and Wick's principle
A complex Gaussian variable Z ∼ N C (0, Σ) can be defined as X + iY , where (X, Y ) is a real Gaussian vector with covariance matrix Σ. A case of special interest is when X and Y are independent, i.e., Σ = with respect to the Lebesgue measure on C. We will denote this distribution as N C (0, σ 2 ), and refer to the case σ = 1 as standard. In particular, then, EZ 2 = 0 and E|Z| 2 = 1.
One of the most useful features of Gaussian distributions, whether real or complex, is Wick's principle, that we now present. Let S be a set of even size M . A pairing φ of S is a partition of S to subsets S 1 , ..., S M/2 of size 2, and we denote the elements of S j by S j = {φ j,1 , φ j,2 }. The set of all pairings of S is denoted by P(S).
is any sequence of non-zero integers in Z, then
where the sum is taken over every possible pairing of
Clearly, when dealing with i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian variables, only pairings that match each letter Z i with one of its conjugates have a nonzero contribution. Wick's principle is extremely useful, as it enables one to compute the expectation of any product of Gaussian variables in terms of pairwise covariances; and therefore it is used extensively in various areas of theoretical physics and probability theory.
Genus expansion for complex Ginibre matrices
Let w 1 , . . . , w k be * -words of complex Ginibre matrices. The goal of this subsection is to derive a genus expansion formula for the expectation
To each word w i we associate an oriented polygonal face f w i with |w i | edges which are labelled by w i 's letters. The orientation of the face f w i agrees with the order of w i 's letters. In addition, we orient the edges such that an edge associated to a star-free letter G j will be oriented by an arrow in the direct way around its face, whereas an edge associated to the star-letter G * j will be oriented in the opposite direction. This convention matches the effect of transposition of matrices and helps to visualize which pairings are admissible, in the sense defined below.
A pairing of the edges of all k faces is called admissible if every two paired edges are labelled by G j and G * j for some j ≥ 1. In other words, paired edges should have same index and opposite signs (see Figure 1) . We denote the set of all admissible pairings by P(w 1 , . . . , w k ). Figure 1 -Faces and edges associated to a product of traces, together with an admissible pairing φ represented as blue lines.
For an admissible pairing φ ∈ P(w 1 , . . . , w k ), let S φ be the surface constructed from the faces f w 1 , ..., f w k by identifying the edges paired by φ coherently with the orientation. By construction, S φ is an oriented compact surface. In particular, every connected component of S φ is a connected surface that is characterized by its genus.
We denote by c(S φ ) the number of connected components of S φ , and g(S φ ) = c(S φ ) i=1 g i the sum of the genera of its components. Theorem 2.2 (Genus expansion). Let w 1 , . . . , w k be * -words and N an integer. Then,
Proof. Let m j denote the length of w j and m := m j . We first expand the product of traces in the expectation and apply Wick's rule. This yields a sum over
• Every pairing φ of the m letters of all the words (with repetition), and
Each summand is a product of elements E(A a,b B c,d ), where A, B are two letters that are paired by φ, and a, b, c, d the corresponding indices. For instance, if A is the l-th letter of the j-th word, then a = i j,l and
since the indexing in the trace of a product of matrices is circular. In order for each such term to be nonzero, A and B must have the same index and opposite signs, hence only admissible pairings will have a non-zero contribution.
Fix an admissible pairing φ ∈ P(w 1 , . . . , w k ). We now compute the contribution of φ when summing over all the indices i j,l j . Denote by V, E, F the number of vertices, edges and faces of the graph on the surface S φ obtained by identifying the edges of f w 1 , ..., f w k according to φ. Note that F = k and 2E = m.
) in the product is nonzero if and only if a = d and b = c. In other words, two edges that are glued together must have consistent indices, hence there are exactly V 'free' indices, and each of them can take N values. In addition, by our normalization, each nonzero term is equal to 1/N and the entire product is equal to N −E . In conclusion, the contribution of φ is N V −E and by computing the Euler's characteristic of S φ ,
the result follows.
Examples.
Here are two straightforward examples of Theorem 2.2.
•
Moments of Tr (G). Every entry in G is
Therefore, the mixed moments of Z are
We can recover this from Theorem 2.2 with
There is no admissible pairing if k = l, and if k = l there are exactly k! admissible pairings between the k monogons with direct orientation (associated with the G's) and the k monogons with indirect orientation (associated with the G * 's). The surface S φ that any such pairing φ yields is a disjoint union of k spheres, hence 2c(S φ ) − 2k − g(S φ ) = 0, and the result follows.
• Moments of Tr (GG * ) and random permutations. By a direct computation,
where γ N 2 stands for a Gamma variable with parameter N 2 . It follows from the definition of the Gamma density that the moments of X are given by the following product:
On the other hand, from the topological perspective of Theorem 2.2, the k-th moment of X can be computed by summing over the pairings of k alternate 'bi-gons' (faces with two edges labelled by G and G * ). The G * -edge of a bigon can be paired either with the G-edge of the same bi-gon, yielding a sphere component, or with the G-edge of another bi-gon, yielding a new bi-gon. In the end, the surface consists only of sphere components. This makes the combinatorics quite straightforward, as a pairing is equivalent to a permutation σ in S k defined as follows : σ(i) = j if and only the G * -edge of the bi-gon number i is paired with the G-edge of the bi-gon number j. The number of sphere components in the resulting surface is the number of cycles of σ, that we denote c(σ). A pairing that yields c spheres will have contribution N 2c−k in the genus expansion, so that we can write:
We note that (2.2) is equal to (2.3) by the fact that the number of cycles in a random permutation chosen uniformly from S k is distributed like the sum B 1 + · · · + B k of independent Bernoulli variables, B j having parameter 1/j.
Limit theorem for the trace of a star word
We now state and prove a limit theorem for the random variable Tr(G w ), where w is any * -word. The limit is a complex Gaussian random variable whose parameters depend on combinatorial parameters of the word that arise by the topological genus expansion. For any * -words w, w 1 , ..., w k , we set the following definitions.
(i) We say that a pairing φ ∈ P(w 1 , ..., w k ) is spherical if S φ is homeomorphic to S 2 .
(ii) We say that φ ∈ P(w 1 , . . . , w k ) contains an atom if for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the edges of the polygonal face f w i are paired within themselves and the corresponding component in S φ is homeomorphic to S 2 . In such case we also say that φ induces an atom on f w i .
(iii) φ is called atom-free if it does not contain an atom, and P AF (w 1 , ..., w k ) denotes the set of atom-free admissible pairings.
We denote by a w , b w and c w the number of spherical pairings in P(w), P(w, w * ) and P(w, w) respectively. It is easy to see that a w = a w * , b w = b w * , c w = c w * and b w ≥ 1. One minor consequence of the Theorem 2.3 below is that b w ≥ c w . In addition, we denote by d w 1 ,...,w k the number of pairings φ ∈ P AF (w 1 , ..., w k ) for which S φ is homeomorphic to the disjoint union of k/2 copies of S 2 . Note that
Theorem 2.3. For every * -word w there holds
where X, Y are two independent real Gaussian variables with variances The proof is carried out by the method of moments. In order to apply it we need a centralized version of Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 2.4. Let w 1 , ..., w k be * -words and N an integer. Then,
Proof. Let T ⊆ {1, ..., k}. By theorem 2.2 we have that
where P T,t is the number of pairings φ ∈ P(w i : i ∈ T ) for which c(
We note that this sum is actually finite, since there are only finitely many admissible pairings. A simple manipulation shows that
We observe that the term P T,t i / ∈T a w i is equal to the number of admissible pairings φ ∈ P(w 1 , ..., w k ) for which (i) φ induces an atom on f w i for every i / ∈ T , and
Indeed, every such pairing can be constructed as follows. We first construct a 2-sphere from each face f w i for i / ∈ T . This can be done in a w i ways for each i and the different choices are independent. Second, we pair the edges of {f w i : i ∈ T } by some pairing φ ∈ P(w i : i ∈ T ) that satisfies c(S φ ) − g(S φ ) = |T | − t. By definition, there are P T,t such pairings φ . Note that the first part contributes k − |T | to c(S φ ) − g(S φ ) because we have constructed k − |T | components of genus 0. Therefore, φ satisfies condition (ii).
By the inclusion-exclusion principle, the term
is equal to the number of pairings φ ∈ P AF (w 1 , ..., w k ) for which c(
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4.
Equality holds if and only if S φ is homeomorphic to a disjoint union of k/2 copies of S 2 .
In particular, we have
Proof. Let S 1 , ..., S l be the connected components of S φ . Denote by by |S i | the number of polygonal faces in S i and its genus by g i . Then,
The first inequality is by our assumption that φ is atom-free. Indeed, this implies that if |S i | = 1 then g i ≥ 1, since otherwise S i would be an atom. The second inequality is by the non-negativity of the genus, and the third inequality is immediate: the number of components with at least two faces cannot exceed the total number of faces over two. This analysis also shows that equality holds if and only if there are exactly k/2 components of genus 0. The statement of Lemma 2.5 follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The fact that ETr(G w ) = a w N + O(1/N ) is a special case of Lemma 2.4, but it also follows directly from Theorem 2.2 since 2c(S φ )−1−2g(S φ ) ≤ 1 for every φ ∈ P(w) and equality holds if and only if φ is spherical.
falls under the scope of Lemma 2.4 by considering k copies of w and l copies of w * . In particular, the main term of
equals the number of admissible pairings φ for which S φ is homemorphic to (k + l)/2 spheres.
This can be computed by going over all pairings of k w-labelled faces and l w * -labelled faces; the contribution of each such pairing to the main term is b , where d is the number of w-labelled faces that are matched with a w * -labelled face. Indeed, every such pair of faces can construct a 2-sphere in b w ways, while pairs of w-labelled faces (as well as w * -labelled faces) can construct a 2-sphere in c w ways.
It remains to prove that these are precisely the mixed moments of Z = X + iY with the expected covariance structure. Indeed, Wick's Theorem yields the exact same summation for the mixed moment of Z except that b
The proof is concluded by observing that EZZ = EX 2 +EY 2 = b w and
We say that two words are trace-distinct if they are not equal up to cyclic permutations of the letters. Genus expansion also allows to prove asymptotical independence properties (referred to as second order freeness in the works of Speicher & al. [24, 25] ).
Here we prove asymptotical independence for * -free trace-distinct words.
Proposition 2.6. For any set of * -free trace-distinct words w 1 , . . . , w m ,
where the limit is a vector of independent complex Gaussian variables with covariance matrices given by Theorem 2.3.
Remark 2.7. Clearly, if two words w 1 and w 2 are not trace-distinct then the traces of G w 1 and G w 2 are equal. Note that Proposition 2.6 yields the converse statement. Namely, if w 1 and w 2 are trace-distinct * -free words, then the traces of G w 1 and G w 2 are asymptotically independent, hence they are not equal with positive probability.
Proof. The proof relies on the moment method, as all we need to prove is that every mixed moment factorizes. For every two sequences
of integers, the mixed moment we want to compute is
Every word w i is * -free, hence a w i = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5, the leading term of the mixed moment is given by admissible pairings that yields a disjoint union of k/2 spheres. Because the words are trace-distinct, w i can be paired only with w * i , hence such an admissible pairing exists only if k i = l i for every i. In such case, the number of these admissible pairings is equal to i b 
The result follows.
2.4.1
The structure of spherical pairings. In order to use Theorem 2.3, one needs to evaluate the parameters a w , b w , c w of a word w. This evaluation boils down to counting spherical pairings of one or two labelled faces. Here we specify the three rules that characterize spherical pairings of one or two faces: (i) no internal crossing, (ii) no external crossing, and (iii) no 'bridge'. The proof of this fact will be made clear as we go through each one of these three conditions. Note that the first one appears very commonly in the literature, as many computations are equivalent to calculating the term a w , which simply amounts to counting non-crossing pairings. More generally, conditions on annular non-crossing permutations and partitions are presented in [23] .
(i) Internal crossings: If the edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 are situated around a given face in that order, then pairing e 1 with e 3 and e 2 with e 4 does not yield a sphere. Indeed, as illustrated on Figure 2 , there will be two paths that intersect only once in a transverse way on the resulting surface of such a pairing, which is impossible on a sphere. (ii) External crossing: If the edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 and f 3 , f 2 , f 1 are situated around two different faces in this order, then pairing e 1 with f 1 , e 2 with f 3 and e 3 with f 2 never yields a sphere. This can either be seen by drawing ad hoc paths as previously (see Figure 3) , or by considering the face formed after pairing e 1 with f 1 , and then apply the internal crossings condition. (iii) Bridge: If the edges e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 are situated around a face w 1 in this order, and e 2 is paired with e 4 , then pairing both e 1 and e 3 to two edges f 1 and f 2 on another face w 2 can not yield a sphere. This can either be seen by drawing ad hoc paths as previously (see Figure 4) , or by considering the face formed after pairing e 3 with f 1 , and then apply the condition that there should be no internal crossing on that face. This condition generalizes to any number of faces by stating that their should be no possible path linking ('bridging') the two sides of w 1 . A straightforward induction on the number of available edges shows that any surface that is built from one or two faces respecting rules (i), (ii), (iii) is a sphere.
Examples.
We present below a few examples and illustrations of Theorem 2.3.
• * -Free words. If w is * -free, then there is no admissible pairing of w onto itself or a copy of itself, hence a w = c w = 0. However, b w ≥ 1, since at least pairing each letter of w to its transconjugate in w * yields a sphere. Therefore, the limit distribution of Tr(G w ) is N C (0, b w ).
• * -Stable words. A word is said to be * -stable when w = w * . This is equivalent to G w being the covariance matrix
of a shorter word w 1 . If w is * -stable, then b w = c w and the limit distribution of TrG w − a w N is N R (0, b w ) . Moreover, if w = w 1 w * 1 , where w 1 is a * -free word, then a w = 1. Note that these facts also hold if w and w * only differ by a cyclic permutation, so that TrG w = TrG w * .
• Products of covariance matrices. We can compute explicitly the parameters a wm , b wm , c wm of the word w m = G 1 G * Indeed a wm = 1 since there is only one admissible pairing of w m and it is spherical. In addition, it is easy to see that no admissible pairing of w m and w * m contains neither an internal crossing, an external crossing nor a bridge. Therefore, out of the 2 m admissible pairings, the only one that is not spherical yields two spheres, hence b wm = 2 m − 1. Finally, no admissible pairing of two copies of w m has neither an internal crossing nor a bridge. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ m, each of the two copies of w m contain one edge that is labelled G i and one that is labelled G * i . These edge are paired either internally or externally, and an external crossing is created if and only if there are more than two external pairings. Hence c wm = m + m 2 .
In particular, if m = 1 or m = 2, then the centered variable Tr(G w ) − N converges to a real Gaussian of variance 1 and 3 respectively, whereas for m ≥ 3 it converges to a complex Gaussian with non-standard covariance structure.
For m = 3, the covariance matrix is 13/2 0 0 1/2 so that the limit Gaussian variable is squeezed by a factor √ 13, as shown on Figure 5 . 
Ellipses of axis ratio √ 13 are represented in order to visualize the accuracy of the theoretical ratio.
• Parameters of the word w = G a G * b .
It turns out that the behaviour of TrG a G * b is somewhat different, depending whether a = b or a < b. If a = b, then a quick check ensures that a w = 1, and by symmetry it is obvious that b w = c w . To compute b w , we observe that every pairing of two copies of w has the following property. If there are 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ a, such that the j-th edge of a face is paired internally, and both its i-th edge and its k-th edge are paired externally, then a bridge is created and the pairing is not spherical. In addition, the i-th edge of a face must be paired with the (a + i)-th edge of its face or of the other face, in order to avoid internal an external crossing.
Therefore, in order to create a spherical pairing we select 1 ≤ c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 ≤ a such that 1 ≤ c 1 + c 2 = c 3 + c 4 < a. We pair the first c 1 edges and the last c 2 edges of the first face internally, the first c 3 edges and the last c 4 edges of the second face internally, and the remaining edges are paired externally. Note that because c = c 1 + c 2 < a, some edges will be paired externally. There are (c + 1) 2 such choices, hence
where S 2 (a) = 1 6 a(a + 1)(2a + 1). Hence,
In particular, when a = 1 this yields the central limit theorem of Tr (GG * ), which is a sum of i.i.d. variables. If a < b, then obviously, a w = c w = 0, and a similar argument leads to b w = S 2 (a + 1). Therefore,
Figure 6 -Spherical pairings of w and w * , for the word w = G a G * a .
• Parameters of the word w = (
Again we distinguish between the case a = b and a < b. If a = b then a w = 1 and b w = c w . The computation for b w can be done in the same way as before. Namely, a spherical pairing is obtained by choosing a contiguous segment of edges that are paired externally. However, since this word is composed of different letters, this segment must start and end in the same place in both words. Therefore,
where S 1 (n) := 
Extension to sparse random matrices with optimal sparsity
In this Subsection we extend some of our results to words of random matrices from a more general model. Let Z be a complex random variable whose distribution satisfies the following conditions:
Let N be an integer and 0 ≤ p N ≤ 1 such that N p N diverges as N → ∞. We consider random non-Hermitian sparse matrices M of order N with i.i.d. entries defined by
where Z i,j are i.i.d. Z-distributed random variables and B i,j are Bernoulli variables with parameter p N . The moments of M i,j are given by
so that, in particular, the second moment matches the Gaussian case. We note that the Ginibre matrix is a special case by taking Z to be a complex Gaussian variable and p N = 1. Given a * -word w, we consider the random matrix M w by naturally replacing every letter G i (resp. G * i ) by the random matrix M i (resp. M * i the transconjugate of M i ) where M 1 , M 2 , ... are i.i.d. matrices distributed according to (2.4) . The main result of this subsection is that under the assumptions on the distribution of Z and the growth of p N , ETrM w is close to ETrG w at first order.
Proposition 2.9.
This implies in particular that the mixed moments of a star-free word are universal in that sense, and in particular the Fuss-Catalan limit for the singular values holds universally. This is one of many results of a similar kind in random matrix theory: let us only mention that universality of the singular value distribution as well as eigenvalue distribution was established in [12] for general matrix-valued functions of independent matrices, under assumptions that are, however, not straightforward to check for general words. As for the sparsity assumption N p N → ∞, it is optimal and appears in other works related to sparse non-Hermitian matrices: notably, convergence to the circular law for one sparse non-Hermitian matrix with i.i.d. entries has been established in [35] . This is coherent with our result on mixed moments of words, and suggests the empirical eigenvalue distribution of any word of sparse matrices under the above sparsity assumption converges to the same limit as it does in the non-sparse model. Third, if I is balanced and 1 ≤ l(I) < m/2, we let 2k 1 + · · · + 2k l(I) = m be the multiplicities of the variables in M w (I) and denote a Gaussian complex by variable by G. Then,
where the constant in the O-notation depends on m, the finite moments of Z and the complex Gaussian distribution (but importantly not on N ).
Finally, for every 1 ≤ l < m/2, we denote by I l the subset of balanced indexations I for which l(I) = l, and bound the size of I l .
Lemma 2.10. For every 1 ≤ l < m/2 there holds
Proof. We prove that if an indexation I = (i 1 , ..., i m ) involves at least l + 2 different indices from 1, ..., N , then l(I) ≥ l + 1. Indeed, consider a graph (V, E) whose vertex set V = {i 1 , ..., i m } is the indices that appear in I, two vertices being connected by an edge if they appear consecutively in I (with the convention that i m+1 = i 1 ). G is a quotient graph of the m-cycle and is therefore connected. In addition, G has at most l(I) edges and at least l + 2 vertices, hence we find that l(I) ≥ (l + 2) − 1.
Reciprocally, if l(I) = l, there are at most l + 1 degrees of freedom in choosing the indices, and each index is an integer between 1 and N , whence the claim.
The proof of the proposition follows from expanding the trace, using the above observations, Equation 2.5 and Lemma 2.10.
as claimed. Proposition 2.9 enables us to extend our first-order results to words of sparse i.i.d non-hermitian matrices. a 1 , b 1 , . .., a k , b k be integers. The limit
The proof is immediate by observing that the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.1 below depend only on the leading order of the expected trace of a single * -free word of Ginibre matrices.
Extension to words involving letters from different RMT ensembles
The results of this paper focus on words and * -words over the complex Ginibre ensemble. In this subsection, we show how to generalize the genus expansion to words involving letters from other Gaussian matrix ensembles, as well as their transposed or conjugate counterparts. The definition of an admissible pairing has to include different sets of conditions depending on the letters that are being paired. Moreover, the construction of the resulting surface also depends on the letters since some identifications of edges need not respect the orientation of their faces. As a result, an admissible pairing may lead to a non-orientable surface.
We consider the following possible letters :
• R i and R t i where (R i ) i≥1 are i.i.d. real Ginibre matrices,
GUE matrices, and
• (S i ) i≥1 i.i.d. GOE matrices; matrices from different ensembles being also independent.
We review the specific rules of admissibility and orientation of each letter in Subsection 2.6.1.
Any compact non-orientable connected surface S has a non-orientable genus g no (S), such that S is homeomorphic to the connected sum of g no (S) real projective planes, and its Euler characteristic is
(note the absence of a factor 2). Using this fact, the proof of Theorem 2.2 is easily extended to this more general framework. Let w 1 , . . . , w k be words over alphabet of the letters defined above and N an integer. We have the formula
where g o is the sum of the genera of orientable connected components of S φ , and g no is the corresponding sum for the non-orientable components.
One direct consequence of this formula is that for any such general word w,
where a w is, as before, the number of elements of P(w) yielding a sphere S 2 , and p w the number of elements of P(w) yielding a projective plane RP 2 . The central limit theorem (Theorem 2.3) and the related lemmas also hold for the centered variable Tr(G w ) − a w N − p w , and can be proved in the very same way (the only difference is that the notion of atom has to be extended as to include projective planes components made from a single face).
Types of letters and specific rules
We treat below each case separately. We define the type of a letter as its ensemble together with its integer index. For instance, we will speak of letters and edges of type G i , R i , H i and S i .
(i) More general words over complex Ginibre Before turning to other ensembles, we consider words in four categories of letters:
Admissible pairings are defined as pairings between edges of same type (integer index of the letter) and opposite sign (the sign being the presence or absence of conjugation, so that letters G, G t are considered as having the same sign, while G * , G take the opposite sign). In the analogy with surfaces, the edges are endowed with a direct orientation when corresponding to letters without transposition G, G and indirect if corresponding to G * , G t . A pairing between compatible letters is now understood as identifying the corresponding edges in either a direct or indirect way, as summarized on Figure 7 below. (ii) Real Ginibre Ensemble. The same technique can be applied to matrices with i.i.d. real Gaussian coefficients. In that case, any pairing that matches letters of the same type is admissible, and the pairs R i , R i and R t i , R t i are matched indirectly whereas R i is matched directly with R t i , as is summarized on Figure  8 . Genus expansion for real Ginibre matrices has been used by Redelmeier in [31] in order to establish real second order freeness. (iii) Gaussian Unitary Ensemble (GUE). Edges corresponding to the GUE are not endowed with an orientation, as there is only only letter of type H i . The only admissibility rule for a pairing is that it has to match a GUE letters with a GUE letter of the same type. The resulting identification of vertices is always direct (so that, for instance, words involving only the letters H i , G i , G * i will yield only orientable surfaces). This is the ensemble for which genus expansion has been used the most. It has been used, for instance, in the first proof of HarerZagier formula. Alexeev [2] used it to study the singular values of products of i.i.d. GUE matrices. (iv) Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE).
As for the GUE, edges corresponding to GOE letters are not endowed with an orientation, as there is only only letter of type S i . The only admissibility rule for a pairing is that it has to match every GOE letter to a GOE letter of the same type; but the pairing comes with the specification of each matching to be meant in the direct or the indirect sense. (This is the only case in which an information has to be added to the pairing itself, so that the resulting surface is well defined). Figure 10 -Compatibility between two edges of type S i . Orientation, for each pair, has to be specified together with the pairing.
Examples.
Many-letter words, as defined above, are not as natural as just * -words from the point of view of random matrices. However, they might prove to be useful if one is interested in combinatorial problems over non-orientable surfaces of low genus, such as the projective plane or the klein bottle. We give below basic examples yielding these two celebrated non-orientable surfaces.
• If w = G 1 G 2 G 1 G 2 , the only admissible pairing yields a projective plane, as represented on Figure 11 , which is of non-orientable genus 1. As a result,
In addition,
since a w = 0 and b w = c w = p w = 1 by a direct computation.
Figure 11 -Admissible pairing and resulting projective plane.
• If w = G 1 G 2 G * 1 G 2 , the only admissible pairing yields a Klein bottle, as represented on Figure 12 , which has non-orientable genus 2. Therefore,
Figure 12 -Admissible pairing and resulting Klein bottle.
After checking every admissible pairing and their resulting surfaces, the parameters are found to be a w = 0, p w = 0, b w = 1, c w = 0, so that the central limit theorem gives
Applications
This section is devoted to deriving the consequences of Theorem 2.3 announced in the introduction, concerning statistics of eigenvalues and singular values of star-free words -that is, expressions involving i.i.d. Ginibre matrices without their transconjugates.
Singular values of words, first order : Fuss-Catalan
We prove here Theorem 1.1 concerning the limit empirical distribution of the singular values of a complex Ginibre word, and show that it only depends on the length of the word.
3.1.1 Fuss-Catalan Distributions. We will consider the following generalization of Catalan numbers, called Fuss-Catalan numbers of parameter s ∈ N :
They can be defined in an equivalent way by their initial terms and the recurrence formula
where the sum is taken over every possible s-uple of non-negative terms that sums up to n. This is equivalent to the equation
where F s is the generating function
Fuss-Catalan numbers, as well as a further generalization to two parameters known as Raney numbers, have been extensively studied. Notably, they appear in [18] in the context of the study of free circular and R-diagonal operators; the diagrams that are considered are equivalent to the ones we obtain in the case of a power G m .
Importantly, Fuss-Catalan numbers are the moments of a distribution on R + that we will refer to as ρ
For s = 2, this gives the Catalan numbers, FC 2 (n) = C n , and the corresponding distribution is the Marchenko-Pastur distribution with shape parameter ρ = 1, which can also be seen as the quarter circular distribution after a quadratic change of variable:
For s ≥ 3, the Fuss-Catalan distributions can be expressed as a Meijer G-function with explicit family of parameters, or a combination of hypergeometric functions (see [29] ). We will not need to rely on any other parameter than the moments in the present paper. One remark that is of interest is that ρ s FC is in fact supported on the interval [0, Proof of Theorem 1.1. We rely on the moment method : it suffices to compute, for every k > 0, the limit
By Theorem 2.3, this limit is equal to a (ww * ) k , the number of spherical pairings of (ww * ) k . Let us first consider the case of the word w = G m , and define:
We need to count spherical pairings of a face with 2km edges, that are organized in k groups of m star-free edges interlaced with k groups of m star edges (see Figure  14) . Since there is only one face, a (ww * ) k is equal to the number of admissible pairings without an internal crossing (see subsection 2.4.1). This condition has an obvious geometric meaning. Namely, that it is possible to connect all the paired edges by non-crossing lines. Every such line splits the face into two sides, and the number of star and star-free edges on each side must be equal. As a consequence, a star edge in position j in its group of m star edges can only be paired with a star-free edge in position m + 1 − j in its group. Thus, it is clear by a straightforward recurrence over non-crossing diagrams that
where the sum is taken over all possible m + 1-tuples such that m i=1 j i = N . This characterizes the Fuss-Catalan numbers with parameter m+1 and concludes the proof for w = G m .
We observe that the same argument works for any * -free word w = G i 1 . . . G im . Strictly speaking, there is now an additional condition that every edge must be paired with an edge of the same index. However, since the absence of internal crossing enforces a star-free edge in position j in its group to be paired with a star edge in position m + 1 − j in its group, this additional condition is redundant. Therefore, for any * -free word w of length m, the moments of µ ww * converge to the Fuss-Catalan numbers with parameter m + 1.
Convergence of the empirical measure of squared singular values to a Fuss-Catalan distribution was known in the case of powers (see [3] ) and products of independent Ginibre matrices (see [29] ). The above theorem extends it to any word, showing that only the length of the word matters at first order. The technique can also be applied to the real Ginibre ensemble.
Mixed moments of words
For a single complex Ginibre matrix G and any 2k-tuple of integers (a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a k , b k ) we define:
These mixed moments have been studied by Starr and Walters [39] . They appear naturally in the moments of Girko's hermitized form (G − z)(G − z) * , as well as in the quaternionic resolvent (see [6, 28] ). They are known to be linked to relevant statistics of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of random matrices. We prove here that the multiindexed sequence of mixed moments of any * -free word only depends on its length m.
Theorem 3.1. Let w be any * -free word of length m and (a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a k , b k ) any 2k-tuple of integers. The following limit holds:
Proof. It is clear from Theorem 2.3 and Definition (3.2) that
where
One can represent the face f w 1 in a way similar to Figure 14 , with the only difference that the groups of m edges do not alternate as regularly between star and non-star, but follow the pattern imposed by the integers a i , b i . The relevant parameter a w 1 is the number of spherical pairings, which, as was explained in Subsection 2.4.1, is equal to non-crossing admissible pairings of the edges of f w 1 . The key observation here is that a star edge e * and a star-free edge e can be paired if and only if (i) If e * is in position j in its group of m star edges, then e is in position m + 1 − j in its group, and (ii) In each of the sides of the line connecting e * and e, the number of groups of star edges is equal to the number of groups of star free edges.
Indeed, in each side of the line between e and e * , the numbers of star and star-free edges need to be equal, hence they need to be equal modulo m.
Let us now turn to a general * -free word w = G i 1 · · · G im of length m. For the same reason as above,
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, the additional constraint that every edge must be paired with an edge of the same index is redundant with the constraints (i) and (ii). Therefore, a w 1 = a w 2 as claimed.
One can immediately derive from this general property the following facts.
Fact 3.2. For every * -free word w and z ∈ C, the first order limit of the moments of the hermitization matrix H w (z) = (G w − z)(G w − z) * depends only on the length of w.
Fact 3.3. For every * -free word w, the first order limit of the moments of the Hermitian matrix G w + G * w only depend on the length of w. The link with hermitization as well as the quaternionic resolvant method (see [6] ) suggests that the length of the word is a key parameter for relevant statistics of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. We also note that convergence of the empirical measure of eigenvalues to the m-twisted circular law is known for powers as well as products (see [5] ). Another fact of great relevance is that for finite N and a quite general model of bi-unitarily invariant ensembles, the distribution of eigenvalues determines the distribution of singular values, and vice versa [19] . This has been specifically applied to products of i.i.d. matrices in [20] . These and other known results suggest that the length of the word is the only relevant parameter for eigenvalues at first order. Such a claim, however, would require a more intricate proof and involve objects beyond the scope of this work.
Fluctuation of eigenvalues of words
We call coperiod of a word w the largest integer k for which w is a k-th power. Although the distribution of singular values at first order and more generally all mixed moments only depend on the length, it is the coperiod that appears to be the key parameter for fluctuations as well as repulsion of eigenvalues. Proof. If w is a * -free word, there is no admissible pairing of w onto itself or a copy of itself, hence a w = c w = 0. On the other hand, there are cop(w) spherical pairings of w onto w * because the standard pairing of w and w * that pairs each edge of w with its mirror image in w * has a rotational symmetry of order cop(w) (see Figure  15 ). Other admissible pairings are not spherical by the conditions that are explained in Subsection 2.4.1. Therefore b w = cop(w), and the result follows directly from Theorem 2.3. where the Z j 's are independent Gaussian variables with variances cop(w j ) = jcop(w).
We derive from this a result for polynomial linear statistics. This expression of the variance is reminiscent of Rider and Virag's results [34] for the fluctuations of linear statistics of a single complex Ginibre matrix. Although polynomial test functions do not fully capture the phenomenon at stake, it gives some intuition that a very similar phenomenon happens for the eigenvalues of any * -free Ginibre word.
There is a strong link between fluctuations of linear statistics and repulsion of eigenvalues. Repulsion is the reason behind the absence of rescaling in the Central Limit Theorem. More generally, one can write the following for any * -word, using exchangeability of eigenvalues:
3)
The left hand side can be computed using Theorem 2.3 and the rules of spherical pairings from Subsection 2.4.1. In particular, for a * -free word, it is of order 1. The terms in the right hand side are directly related to the first order limit of eigenvalues and their pairwise correlation (that is, essentially repulsion).
Exact expressions for finite N have been established for eigenvalues and singular values of products of i.i.d. matrices (see [1, 17] ) but do not extend as such to general words. One surprising feature that is known for any product of independent Ginibre matrices is the decomposition of powers of its eigenvalues in independent blocks (see [10] ). One might expect more generally the distribution of eigenvalues of any * -free word w to coincide with the superposition of cop(w) independent blocks.
